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HOMEBUILDER’S HANDBOOK



Fire Sleeve What is fire sleeve? Why should I use it? When do I need it? BY CAROL CARPENTER & BRIAN CARPENTER



WHAT IS FIRE SLEEVE? Fire sleeve is a thickly woven tube of fiberglass covered with a high-temperature iron oxide–silicone rubber compound, manufactured under different brand names. Aviation fire sleeve is typically thicker, with denser inner glass fiber than industrial grade, and it offers higher insulation values, increased strength, and enhanced abrasion resistance. It is able to withstand continuous exposure of temperatures to 500°F (260°C), up to 2,000°F (1,090°C) for 15-20 minutes, and up to 3,000°F (1,650°C) for 15-30 seconds. WHY USE IT? The most obvious reason to use fire sleeve is for fire protection, but many builders elect not to use it. For example, it would be uncommon to see it used on an ultralight with a two-stroke engine operating in the open air. Most ultralights don’t use fuel lines that are capable of withstanding any heat. Nor do they need to. The potential for a fire is relatively remote. For cost, simplicity, and weight, designers may elect to use simple polyurethane fuel line or automotive fuel line. A two-stroke engine will usually quit after a failure, long before the potential for a fire (in this case the engine quitting may be a good thing).



STEP BY STEP



FIRE SLEEVIN’ The correct way to make sure your fire sleeve is wrapped and secured correctly.



Applying heat wrap tape High-temperature fire sleeve wrapping is a simple, clean way to terminate the ends of the fire sleeve, especially when the ends of the hoses are not uniform or when there is an unusual clamping method.
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Band clamp ready for installation The band clamp is the most popular method of securing fire sleeve. As the nut is turned, it simply rolls up the end of the band material and cinches down around the end of the fire sleeve, making a fireproof seal.



Oil-soaked fire sleeve Improper securing of the ends of fire sleeve can result in oil and fuel contamination. Do not install or reinstall any fire sleeve that is fuel- or oil-soaked.



Safety wire When using safety wire we recommend using 0.041-inch stainless steel safety wire with at least two wraps around the ends. *Note in this demonstration the end remains exposed. In real usage it would be fully covered.



PHOTOGRAPHY BY CAROL CARPENTER



Four-stroke engines, on the other hand, have been known to have relatively catastrophic failures, such as a cylinder head breaking off. Yet, the engine may continue to run long enough to get the aircraft home or to a safe landing area, resulting in a greater potential for a fire. The combustion gases are exposed to fresh fuel coming in through the induction system, making a fire almost inevitable. Even though we might have the option to shut off the fuel, it may not be an optimal time or location for a dead-stick landing. In instrument meteorological conditions, for example, shutting off the engine, or not, may be the difference between life and death. Additionally, if the oil lines are not protected, there is the possibility that they may burn, allowing the oil to contribute to the fire, causing even greater damage. Here, we usually do not have the option to shut off the oil system as we do on larger commercial aircraft. This makes protecting the oil lines even more important. In the early days of aviation there were enough problems caused by fires burning through fuel and oil lines that the standards for hose protection were readdressed. Today, the decision to protect hoses to the fuel, oil, and other systems is often based on the operational environment of the aircraft and/or the regulations that apply to a certain category of aircraft. Fire sleeve is also commonly used to insulate fuel hose and hard lines. In many applications the temperatures under the



cowl have the potential to cause vapor lock in the fuel system, which could cause engine stoppage in flight. We could have a similar problem after shutdown when the temperatures rise as a result of reduced airflow through the engine compartment. In addition to reducing fire and vapor lock, there are other benefits for using fire sleeve. Hose assembly failures can result from kinking, chafing, impact, and flexing, but they also suffer failures due to temperature cycling. These temperature cycles accelerate the aging of the hose on a molecular level. Over time this can cause a breakdown of the rubber. Small pieces may then flake off the inner lining leading to contamination of the fuel or oil systems. A hose that is brittle and inflexible is usually a hose that has been exposed to these conditions or left in service for too long. Fire sleeve can reduce the exposure of hoses to extreme engine compartment temperatures. When Do I neeD to Use FIre sleeve?



Let’s start by looking at a few regulations and the ASTM Int’l standards in place, by aircraft category: Type-CerTifiCaTed airCrafT



A few requirements affect the way aircraft fuel and oil systems are constructed for type-certificated aircraft. FAR part 23.993 Fuel system lines and fittings states: (e) No flexible hose that might be adversely affected by exposure to high temperatures
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may be used where excessive temperatures will exist during operation or after engine shutdown. And part 23.1183 Lines, fittings, and components. (a) …, each component, line, and fitting carrying flammable fluids, gas, or air in any area subject to engine fire conditions must be at least fire resistant, … Flexible hose assemblies (hose and end fittings) must be shown to be suitable for the particular application…. SpEcIAL LIgHt-SpORt AIRcRAft (S-LSA)



Excerpts from the ASTM Int’l standards have taken their lead from FAR Part 23 and include the following: ASTM F 2339: 6.2 Fire Prevention—the design and construction of the engine and the materials used must minimize the probability of the occurrence and spread of fire by: 6.2.1 Using fire-resistant lines, fittings, and other components that contain a flammable liquid when supplied with the engine. ExpERIMENtAL LIgHt-SpORt AIRcRAft KItS (E-LSA)



E-LSA sold as kits must be built identically to their corresponding S-LSA. They must comply with all ASTM standards. ExpERIMENtAL AMAtEUR-BUILt AIRcRAft



The decision to use or not use fire sleeve comes down to the builder’s best judgment. There are more nuances in the regulations and ASTM standards; however, the common theme is that hoses carrying flammable fluids “must be at least fire resistant,” meaning that the hose will perform its intended function while withstanding a 2,000ºF (± 150ºF) flame for five minutes. “Fireproof” means that it will withstand that temperature for 15 minutes. There are also several technical standard orders, TSO-C53a, TSO-C75 and TSO-C140, that apply to the manufacture of hoses. They define the following four types of hoses: (I) typE A: Non-fire-resistant “normal” temperature hose assemblies, which are intended to be used in locations outside fire zones where the fluid and ambient air temperatures do not exceed 250°F. (II) typE B: Non-fire-resistant “high” tempera-



ture hose assemblies, which are intended to be used in locations outside fire zones where the fluid and ambient air temperatures do not exceed 450°F. 84 Sport Aviation January 2010



(III) typE c: Fire-resistant “normal” temperature



hose assemblies, which are intended to be used in locations within fire zones where the fluid and ambient air temperatures do not exceed 250°F. Type C hose is the most common for small aircraft in locations firewall forward. (Iv) typE D: Fire-resistant “high” temperature hose



assemblies, which are intended to be used in locations within fire zones where the fluid and ambient air temperatures do not exceed 450°F.   StepS for InStallIng fIre Sleeve StEp 1: Select the proper size fire sleeve for the size



hose and end fittings. Use a larger size fire sleeve over the outside of the hose. Refer to the following chart: Hose



Fire Sleeve



AE303-4



AE102-10



AE303-6



AE102-12



AE303-8



AE102-16



AE303-10



AE102-18



StEp 2: Cut the fire sleeve to the proper length. Take into account the amount of sleeve that will be taken up by any bending of the hose. Any curve will shorten the length of the fire sleeve, possibly exposing the hose or the ends. Remember, if it’s important enough to install on your aircraft, it’s important to do it correctly. The fire sleeve can’t do its job if it isn’t covering all of the hose. StEp 3: The ends of the fire sleeve need to be protected from oil and fuel contamination. The most common method is to use a material called fire sleeve dip. It is readily available along with the fire sleeve itself from many suppliers such as Aircraft Spruce & Specialty. Another option includes the use of a high-temperature fireproof silicone, which comes in a caulking tube for around $30. This method is a bit crude and takes a little work to get a clean, well-protected end, but the price comparison to the fire sleeve dip at $110/quart makes it much more reasonable. A third option is hightemperature fire sleeve wrapping tape. This is a simple, clean way to terminate the ends of the fire sleeve, but it doesn’t always keep the oil out in the case of a particularly oily location. This method makes for a nice, clean installation, especially



when the ends of the hoses are not uniform or when there is an unusual clamping method. Step 4: Select a method of securing the fire sleeve so that fire may not propagate around the end of it. The use of a stainless steel band clamp is the most common practice, but even manufacturers like Diamond Aircraft specify the use of stainless steel safety wire as a means to secure the fire sleeve. When this procedure is used we recommend using 0.041-inch stainless steel safety wire with at least two wraps around the ends. The band clamp method is the most popular. The band clamps can be purchased separately or as a kit with the installation tool. The clamps are installed over the end of the fire sleeve and then inserted into the tool. As the nut is turned, it simply rolls up the end of the band material and cinches down around the end of the fire sleeve, making a fireproof seal. Once the clamp is tight, bend up the end of the excess band to a 90-degree angle and trim off the extra material, taking care to eliminate any sharp edges. A cutoff wheel works well, as long as you don’t cut into the hose or clamp material. Step 5: Do not install or reinstall any fire sleeve that is



fuel- or oil-soaked. There are service bulletins and airworthiness directives (ADs) addressing this specific topic requiring the replacement of any such fire sleeve. For example, AD 95-26-13 states in part, … The fire sleeve of the hose should not be soaked with oil or have brownish or whitish color, and there should be no evidence of deterioration as a result of heat, brittleness, or oil seepage.  Installation of fire sleeve is a relatively simple process. With a band clamp tool and your basic shop tools you should be able to complete the installation on your own hoses, both improving safety and adding a bit of professionalism to your firewall-forward installation.



The Boeing 777’s Great Great Great Great Granddaddy 1928 Boeing 40C



Carol and Brian Carpenter, owners of Rainbow Aviation Services, teach Light Sport Repairman Maintenance and Inspection Courses. The couple has co-authored two books. Brian, EAA 299858, is an airframe and powerplant aircraft mechanic with an inspection authorization rating, a designated airworthiness representative, a sport pilot examiner, and a certificated flight instructor. Carol, EAA 678959, is a sport pilot instructor, a private pilot, and an FAA Safety Team representative. For more information on the repairman courses, visit www.RainbowAviation.com.



To see a video about fire sleeve, visit www.EAA.org; click on Hints for Homebuilders and search for the video entitled “Firesleeve installation & Removal.”



The Boeing 40C delivered much more than mail and is considered the first US airliner. This Randolph-finished beauty restored by Addison Pemberton is the only 40C in the world still flying. ★Lustrous foot-deep finish ★Lasts and lasts and lasts ★Easy worry-free repairs



800-362-3490 [email protected]



RandolphAircraft . com
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Fire Sleeve - Size 

HOMEBUILDER'S HANDBOOK. PHOTOGRAPHY BY ... WHY USE IT? e most obvious reason to use fire sleeve is for fire protection, but many builders elect not ...
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Air Sleeve Maintenance - Bikeboutique 

If necessary replace seals and backup rings with new seals and backup rings from the Air Sleeve Rebuild Kit, FOX P/N 803-00-. 142, as described in the ...
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Streamlining shrink sleeve creation 

des manchons thermorÃ©tractables reste l'un des principaux dÃ©fis du secteur de l'emballage pour les concepteurs et les transformateurs. ... Les marques, les transformateurs d'embal- lages, les imprimeurs d'Ã©tiquettes et les finis- ... C'est ce dÃ©f
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watertight pin and sleeve devices ratings - Leviton 

Refer to Table 1 for recommended wire sizes and types. 1. Loosen the assembly screws. (There are two (2) assembly screws each on the inside of the 20A and 30A devices. There are four (4) assembly screws on outside flange of the 60A, 100A and 125A dev
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PIN & SLEEVE PLUGS & CONNECTORS FICHES ET 

This pin-and-sleeve device conforms to International Electrotechnical Commission Standards. IEC 309-1 and 309-2. DO NOT USE non-lEC devices in the same ...
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Fire ball 

Fire ball. Square, 20 cm at least. Download on passionorigami.com. Strongly inspired by the hair of the Green Man by Nick ROBINSON ...
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Fire safety.pdf 

If you spray Halon into the air, it disap- pears almost ... no need to spray the Halon. As the Environ- ... made to be installed in the entire tank, save for cutouts for ...
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Page 1 MARNEPN & SLEEVE 100A PLUGS & CONNECTORS 

g}Aflojar los tornillos de los bornes. lnsertar los conductores a fondo en los bornes correspondientes como se indica en la abla 1. h) NOTA - Puede ser necesario hacer pasar un conductor que no estÃ© puesto a tierra (vivo) por encima del conductor pu
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B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set 

Feb 3, 2006 - Tape to close the tin. Now-days there are 2 versions available; a "Normal" and a "NATO" version. The "normal" version has a plastic container ...
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UNIVERSAL FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

IMPORTANT Do not use with granular, loose fill or blown fibre insulation materials as this will get into the body of the luminaire .... NEUTRE â€“ (bleu) Ã  la borne N.
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fire engines dbid 6175 
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Kindle Fire HD Teardown 

14 sept. 2016 - Broadcom BCM2076 multifonction IC avec Monolithic GPS et GLONASS AGPS, Bluetooth 4.0 et rÃ©cepteur FM / Ã©metteur.. Wolfson WM8962E ...
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Fire On The Mountain 

10 nov. 2014 - Wizard of Oz Right, Heel Switches, Wizard of Oz Left, Heel Switches. & 1 – 2. Step left beside right. Step right diagonally forward right. Cross left ...
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prince of fire pdf 

Ministers Of The United Kingdom Margaret Thatcher Winston Churchill Prime Minister Of The U,. Principles Of Home Decoration, Print Out Blank Act Answer ...
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UNIVERSAL FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

Lorsque vous utilisez des lampes halogènes, optez uniquement pour des lampes à réflecteur en aluminium. N'utilisez pas le système avec des lampes dichroïques à faisceau froid. La surface éclairée la plus proche doit se situer à au moins 0,5 m de la p
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Southeastern University Fire OFFENSE 

16 sept. 2017 - 6-6, 315, R-So. 50 Jeff Kennedy. 6-7, 250, R-So. RG- 76 Cody McGahee. 6-2, 303, R-Sr. 78 Dylan Green. 6-3, 295, So. C- 57 Miguel Perera Jr.
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fire rated downlights 

They are suitable for installation in locations containing a bath or shower, as defined by the National Wiring Regulations, Zones 1 & 2 where water jets are likely.
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FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

This luminaire is for indoor use only - DO NOT install into new plaster or damp areas. ... IP65 rated luminaires are protected against dust and jets of water.
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elysium fire dbid 2fn 
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Solar Fire - Calendar 

1 sept. 2017 - September 2017. Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. 1. Â¶ â€°. CET -1:00. Tr-Tr Â½Â¦Ã€ 03:23. Tr-Tr Â¼â€“Ã‚ 07:02. Plant. Root. Crops. In First Quarter phase (124Â°). 2. Â¶â€°Å . Ing 21:06 v/c 17:28. CET -1:00. Tr-Tr Â¼Ã¡Â¿ 13:13. Tr-Tr
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eve & the fire horse 

DIRECTOR'S NOTES. ON THE ... Kar Wai's IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE and Truffaut's SMALL CHANGE and 400 .... (My note to Vivian dated June 8, 2004).
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Post Sleeve Surface Mount with Wood Insert ... - Fiberon Decking 

Wedge-Bolt de 1/4" x 3" (6.4 mm x 7.6 cm). Asegure que los hoyos no tengan polvo ni residuos antes de insertar los pernos. Coloque los hoyos de montaje alineados sobre los hoyos perforados. Use la base del montaje como plantilla y marque los cuatro h
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Fire ecology and fire politics in Mali and Madagascar 

west to the Rift Valley in the east, a thick middle bar crossing through much of southÂ± .... thus characteristic of the east prior to human settlement, while deciduous dry forests ..... perspective of the land manager, fire is used to cause the grea
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fire fight line of fire volume 2 dbid 2tlx6 
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